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Abstract. In this paper we present a flexible middleware platform for re-tasking
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) that we coin WISEMAN. Based on our
previous experiences with mobile agents in computer networks, we developed a
lightweight interpreter of text-based codes that enables their deployment in
order to implement diverse WSNs tasks. WISEMAN occupies 19Kbytes of
TinyOS embedded code, and 3 Kbytes of memory to operate in commercially
available sensor nodes. We examine different agent migration methodologies,
and present performance evaluations to gauge their efficiency in terms of delay
and bandwidth with aims to determine which approach works best depending
on the intended agent application. Our results indicate that WISEMAN agents
can migrate as fast as 235 mS per-hop, which is comparable to existing
approaches, while supporting the necessary code execution flexibility needed
for the rapid implementation and deployment of WSN re-tasking programs.
Keywords: Mobile agents, wireless sensor networks, performance evaluation.

1 Introduction
WSNs are created by small hardware devices that possess the necessary
functionalities to measure and exchange a variety of environmental data in their
deployment setting. Most WSN applications warrant the use of battery-enabled
devices, to support their placement in locations where a wired electricity supply is
either impractical to set up, or is simply unavailable. Consequently, WSN algorithms
and communications protocols are designed to consume the least possible amount of
power in order to extend the batteries’ lifetime, and ultimately enable a more
convenient, cost-efficient solution. To achieve this objective, WSN research in the
past few years has produced novel ideas in the areas of signal processing, data
aggregation, and wireless networking protocols, among others [1]. Regardless of its
intended application, we note that it may be impractical to modify the operation of a
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WSN once its forming devices have already been deployed. Therefore, additional
efforts have been put forward to enable dynamic WSN programmability, which is
commonly known as re-tasking.
WSN re-tasking approaches such as Maté [2], Impala [3] and Deluge [4] were the
first pioneers in this area, and were followed by others, such as SensorWare [5],
SmartMessages [6], and Agilla [7]. Compared to their predecessors, the latter
approaches introduced more sophisticated forms of code mobility. A closer look at all
of these schemes reveals that middleware design in WSNs is heavily dependent on the
targeted application of the system [8]. However, other factors also play important
roles, such as the way in which codes are moved from one host to another. These
mobile codes are often referred to as mobile agents, which are comprised of
interpretable instructions with a granularity level that reflects a particular level of
execution. Consequently, some agent systems support language constructs that afford
a fine-grained process execution flow, whereas other systems implement coarsegrained languages to support high-level procedures and execute multiple instructions
in compound. Ultimately, mobile codes systems targeted at WSN re-tasking should
provide the necessary functionalities to: (1) efficiently support the main aspects of the
networked sensor system application (e.g., data aggregation, node coordination, etc.),
and (2) incur the least possible bandwidth and power consumption.
This paper presents follow-up work from our previous work on WISEMAN
(WIreless Sensors Employing Mobile AgeNts) – a mobile codes approach for flexible
WSN re-tasking [9]. WISEMAN is designed on the premise that WSNs are deployed
to gather distributed information in settings where the behaviour of the underlying
environment can constantly change. As a result, our proposed system is built to
interpret codes in the form of compact text scripts that can be dynamically modified
to provide enhanced flexibility. WISEMAN’s main features can be summarized as
follows:
A. Compact language. WISEMAN’s language constructs are based on an earlier
code mobility system that defines a high-level text-based language system
acting as a compact script that can help save bandwidth and battery power by
minimizing the number of packets needed for their transmission.
B. Small memory footprint. WISEMAN’s interpreter implementation in TinyOS
v1.1 occupies a mere 19Kbytes of memory, leaving plenty of space to
incorporate additional functionalities as needed.
C. Stateless execution model. Unlike most programming models, WISEMAN
implements an execution model based on self-depleting strings of codes that
simplifies their processing and reduces inter-node forwarding overhead.
D. Flexible code migration strategies. Our scheme enables the ability to
dynamically modify agent itineraries that can employ explicit hop-by-hop
migration, variable-based hopping, and a virtual-link navigation capability that
mimics multicast routing through labelled paths.
In a previous contribution, we described in detail WISEMAN’s system architecture
and language constructs, accompanied by results of a sample deployment scenario to
illustrate its applicability [9]. The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows. We will provide a quick review of the WISEMAN system, including a
description of its latest features, and a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages
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of using particular language constructs. In addition, we will discuss in detail the
features that make it a unique and effective system for the deployment of mobile
codes in WSNs. We will also present generic performance evaluations of
WISEMAN’s codes execution and migration delay, as well as bandwidth
consumption. In addition, we will describe programming aspects in more detail that
can help to better estimate the performance of possible applications, and anticipate
potential performance issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
WISEMAN’s architecture, operation principles and language constructs. In Section 3,
we provide a detailed description of WISEMAN’s migration methodologies, its
supported code execution flows, and discussions of the potential benefits and
drawbacks obtained by employing each of these. In Section 4, we present
performance evaluations that depict execution and migration delay, as well as
bandwidth utilization of our mobile codes as processed by an interpreter programmed
in TinyOS v1.1 over commercially-available sensor hardware. Finally, we present
conclusions of our paper in Section 5.

2 Overview of WISEMAN
In this section, we revisit the most important aspects of WISEMAN’s architecture and
language constructs. A more detailed account of these can be found in [9]. We also
describe recently added functionalities to the system, followed by a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of employing our language structure.

WĂƌƐĞƌ

/ŶĐŽŵŝŶŐ
ƋƵĞƵĞ

WƌŽĐĞƐƐŽƌ
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ƌĞŵŽƚĞŶŽĚĞƐ

Fig. 1. Internal architecture of the WIESEMAN interpreter

2.1 WISEMAN’s Architecture
One of the main objectives of WISEMAN is to ensure that the interpreter occupies the
least possible amount of resources in the implementing hardware. For that reason, we
define the interpreter’s architecture as having only four basic components: an
incoming agent queue, a code parser, a processor block, and an agent dispatcher, as
shown in Fig. 1. We also define a supplementary component regarded as the system’s
Engine. Although this block might not necessarily implement the type of
functionalities regularly attributed to software engines, it does implement a library of
functions that encompass a good deal of the data processing capabilities provided by
the interpreter as a whole, and thus the naming. An additional sub-block that is
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responsible for setting up agent forwarding sessions is also described shortly. Fig. 1
shows that the Incoming Queue receives agents that arrive from other nodes in the
WSN once they have been re-assembled. However, it is also possible to pre-load the
Incoming Queue with agents that will be executed in an ongoing basis.
Step
t0
t1
t2

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5 Code 6 Code 7
Head

Tail
Head

Tail
Skipped

Head

tn

Tail
…

Fig. 2. Execution sequence of WISEMAN codes

Since WISEMAN is targeted at resource-limited WSN nodes, we assume that the
implementing hardware does not have multi-threading capabilities, and so agents are
removed one by one from the Incoming Queue. The Parser’s main task is to tokenize
each language instruction for subsequent handling by the processor module. Here, the
text string that forms the codes is separated into a head and tail. The former is the
code portion that will be immediately processed, whereas the latter contains the rest
of the codes that may be subsequently processed, depending on the outcome of the
head’s execution. The Parser forwards each tokenized instruction to the Processor,
which may in turn rely on the Engine block to perform any operation that has
interpreter-wide implications.
After being serviced, the current code is immediately discarded, and the Parser
regains control of the execution process. The next instruction is obtained from the tail
(becoming the new head), and is immediately tokenized for subsequent processing.
This execution sequence implies that the agent’s codes are gradually depleted,
although some portions of the codes may be skipped depending on how the agent
itself is structured, as seen in Fig. 2. Additionally, an instruction may indicate the
interpreter to forward the tail of the agent to one or more nodes, at which point the
agent’s tail is passed to the Dispatcher for immediate transmission.

Mobile Codes Layer
Parsing, tokenizing & execution of mobile codes;
maintenance of the virtual machine
Network Layer
Agent migration session setup, dispatching & queuing;
maintenance of labelled paths
OS Layer
TinyOS binary code, memory & event management

Fig. 3. Layered execution model of WISEMAN
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Fig. 3 illustrates the layered structure of the WISEMAN system. At the top-most
position, the Mobile Codes Layer is in charge of all agent-handling functions, and is
comprised by the Parser, the Processor, and the Engine blocks of the interpreter as
explained above. Maintenance of the environmental variables for the agent being
currently executed is also performed at this level. The Network Layer is comprised by
a Session Warden that is in charge of reassembling WISEMAN agents as they arrive
from the wireless medium by using information embedded into the corresponding
session fields, as seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. WISEMAN's forwarding session packet

This agent forwarding process carries out the necessary steps for ensuring that an
agent spanning multiple Zigbee packets is correctly received and reassembled at the
destination node. To accomplish this, values that correspond to the current segment
number, last segment indicator, source node, and the actual session number are
employed as the header part of a session packet that wraps all WISEMAN agents
during the forwarding process. This process consists of an exchange of simple
Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) signals, as detailed in [9]. These
values help the system keep track of every single segment being transferred in case
errors in the wireless channel occur. The segment field is a 1-byte value that is
gradually incremented with every segment being sent. The last segment indicator field
(1-byte) is a simple flag value that specifies whether the current segment is the last for
the corresponding session. The source field contains the identification number of the
source node. This value is used separately from the one referenced by the interpreter
as the Predecessor value to help discriminate other agent segments that might be
transmitted by nearby nodes. The actual session number is a pseudo-random number
computed at the source at the beginning of each agent forwarding process that is kept
fixed for the duration of the process, after which it is subsequently discarded. On the
other hand, the Dispatcher block handles the necessary operations for setting up agent
forwarding sessions that are also part of the Network Layer. Finally, the Operating
System Layer is implemented by the TinyOS binary codes that WISEMAN is linked
against when the actual interpreter is compiled. All memory and event management
tasks that WISEMAN requires to operate are handled here.
2.2 WISEMAN’s Language Constructs
Table 1 summarizes WISEMAN’s language variable types, rules, operators, and
delimiters. WISEMAN derives its language and architecture from the Wave system
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that was originally introduced in 1986 [10, 11]. Compared to Wave’s original syntax,
WISEMAN further condenses its language directives in order to reduce the size of
agents when migrating between nodes. As in the Wave system, our scheme also
interprets and processes codes implemented as text scripts. This approach has the
following advantages: (1) it makes the codes human-readable, unlike approaches like
Agilla that rely on agents built in a byte-code style, (2) it allows agents to be modified
more easily in a dynamic fashion, (3) it facilitates the parser’s structure by employing
a library of functions for string-manipulation, and (4) it allows for the implementation
of the interpreter in other languages and systems that can process WISEMAN strings
in the same fashion. For instance, this implies that a standard PC could pre-process
WISEMAN codes by running the corresponding programmed in, say, Perl language,
before injecting the agents into the WSN.
Table 1. The WISEMAN language
Lexeme

Name

Type
Variable

N

Numeric

M

Mobile

C

Character

B

Clipboard

I

Identity

P

Predecessor

L

Link

O

Or

A

And

R

Repeat

+-*/=

Arithmetic

< <= == => >
!=

Comparison

_#_

Hop

@

Broadcast

_$_

Execute

Description
Local storage of numeric values
A numeric value carried by an agent
A character value stored locally
Temporary storage of a numerical value

(environmental) Holds the local ID node value
(environmental) Holds the ID value of the source node that dispatched the agent
(environmental) A character value used to label virtual links
Rule

Operator(s)

Yields true if any of the embraced commands is executed
successfully
Yields true if all of the embraced commands are executed
successfully
Cycles through the commands embraced until a false outcome is
encountered
Used to perform regular arithmetic operations on variables
Standard operators to evaluate values and variables
Indicates that the agent will hop to another node or set of nodes
Broadcast agent to 1-hop neighbours
Performs local operation as indicated by parameters

!_

Halt

Stops execution with success or fail outcome as indicated

_^_

Insert

Inserts locally-stored agent

_?

Label query

;

Semicolon

Tests whether a labelled path exists in local node
Delimiter

Used to separate individual expressions

{…}

Curly bracket

Used to delimit expressions encompassed by a Repeat rule

[…]

Square bracket

Used to delimit expressions encompassed by an And/Or rule

(…)

Round bracket

Used to perform compound operations
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The main disadvantages of our approach are that the language may be perceived as
being cryptic, and that handling text strings in devices with severe processing
limitations can add unwanted delay, as seen later. Another disadvantage is that code
delimiters become a larger proportion of the overall agent text string when compared
to the actual codes. The simplest way to overcome this problem is to define fixedlength instructions. For example, instructions could be set to span 2 bytes, where the
first byte represents the command, and the second byte the value to act upon (i.e., in
an assembly language-like fashion). By doing this, no explicit delimiters are needed,
which can help save bandwidth and processing overhead. In fact, this approach is
employed by the Agilla system, which can yield compact agents spanning tens of
bytes [7]. However, a counterargument to this is that Agilla’s programs cannot be
changed once they have been injected into a WSN, which hinders the flexibility of
their proposed scheme. In addition, Agilla’s codes require forwarding all or a portion
the whole program’s execution state, which may offset the bandwidth savings that had
been eliminated by not employing command delimiters.
Finally, WISEMAN has been recently enhanced by introducing a couple of extra
functionalities. One of these is the the query operator ‘?’. Previously, agents had no
way of knowing whether a given label had been already assigned to a hop between
two or more nodes. As a result, an agent attempting to use an inexistent labelled-path
would fail and its execution would immediately stop, having an unwanted effect on
the overall application process. On the other hand, providing the agent with the
necessary label-setting instructions meant added overhead. The introduction of the
query operator allows agents to test whether a specific label has been assigned at the
local node. For example, the instruction “a?” tests whether label ‘a’ exists. Depending
on the outcome of this query, the execution flow of the current agent can change as
desired. Another functionality introduced is the ability to switch the local node’s
transmission power and/or the radio frequency channel as needed. These actions can
be achieved by means of the execution operator ‘$’. By using the letter ‘w’ on the lefthand side operand, and a valid numeric parameter on the right-hand side operand
(e.g., “w$7”), an agent can increase or decrease the transmission power at will. (In the
case of Crossbow Micaz hardware [12], valid numeric parameters are 3, 7, 11, 15, 19,
23, 27 and 31.) On the other hand, the node’s radio frequency channel can be adjusted
in the same fashion by using the letter ‘f’ on the left-hand side operand, and a valid
numeric parameter on the right-hand side operand. (For the Micaz, valid channel
values are from 11 to 26 – e.g., “f$15”.) These new functionalities built into the
interpreter for enabling flexible topology reconfiguration of the WSN, can be readily
employed to support diverse schemes being currently investigated in the area of
multi-channel mesh networking. However, the WSN programmer must be careful in
ensuring that the nodes are always reachable if the power and/or frequency operating
values of one or more nodes are modified. In the next section, we elaborate on the
agent migration procedures supported by WISEMAN’s, and present concise examples
to better understand its programming language and execution flow.

3 Migration Procedures and Agent Execution Flow
WISEMAN provides the means to migrate codes in three different ways: (1) by using
explicit hop-by-hop codes, (2) by using values held in numeric variables, and (3) by
means of a labelled (virtual) links. Each of these approaches has its advantages and
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disadvantages, and will be explained here in detail. In addition, the execution flow of
an agent can be conveniently controlled by means of WISEMAN’s language rules, as
explained shortly.
3.1 Code Migration Methodology
Explicit path hopping. Mobile agent systems targeted at WSNs (and otherwise) must
provide the necessary means that allow agents to decide their hopping sequence
through the network. In this case, it is assumed that agents are dispatched with an
itinerary that meets the applications as defined by the agent’s source node [13, 14].
This approach results practical in deployment settings where the conditions being
monitored are for the most part stable. WISEMAN supports explicit path hopping by
specifying the target node on the right-hand side of a hop operation. For example the
instruction “#1” indicates an explicit hop to node 1 from the current location. By
the same token, the segment “#1;#2;#3;#4;…” defines an execution sequence wherein
the corresponding agent performs a hopping sequence that takes it to node 4 through
nodes 1, 2 and 3, at which point a certain set of local operations are performed.
Variable-target hopping. Depending on different factors, it is possible that the agent’s
itinerary may need to be modified as it travels through the WSN. This implies that the
hopping sequence might not be preset beforehand at the source node, but will be
dynamically determined by an algorithm implemented into the agent’s constructs
instead. WISEMAN supports this functionality by allowing the use of either a mobile
or a numeric (local) variable as the right-hand side of the hop operator. For instance the
instruction “#N1;…” as parsed by the interpreter indicates that the agent will hop to
the node whose numeric ID value is stored in the numeric variable N1. Evidently, the
variable in N1 must be set accordingly depending on the current circumstances, and
may be updated by a separate agent/process. However, we note that this value is stored
and maintained locally, and so modifying N1 at, say, node 3 has no effect on N1’s
value at, say, node 5. Nonetheless, WISEMAN provides the means to carry values that
accompany the agent as it travels through the network. These values are referred to as
mobile variables, as seen in Table 1, and are referenced in the same fashion when
issuing a hop instruction (e.g., “#M2…”). Unlike numeric variables, mobile variables
are temporarily stored at the local node where an agent arrives to. There, mobile
variables may be modified by the agent that owns it, (e.g., “M2+1”), and their value is
copied into the agent’s header fields before being dispatched onto a different node.
Whether numeric or mobile variables are used, the WSN operator must ensure that the
values stored in the corresponding variables referenced by the agent to define their
hopping sequence are properly maintained to avoid undesired effects.
Labelled path hopping. In certain cases, it may be desirable to allow an agent to
forward copies of it to different nodes at once. For instance, a given node might have
some semantic relationship with only a subset of neighbouring nodes to which one or
more agents need to be forwarded. In this case, the numeric variable-target hopping
explained before becomes inadequate since numeric and mobile variables can hold
only one value. To address this issue WISEMAN supports the creation of labelled
paths that can be employed to emulate multicast transmissions from the local node.
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Labels are set in a pair-wise fashion between two nodes. However, one of these nodes
can serve as a “pivot” node that can add the identity of a subset of nodes to the same
label. For example, node 0 might have nodes 1 through 4 as neighbours, and the WSN
operator may wish to create two multicast groups: one for the odd-numbered nodes,
and one for the even-numbered nodes. In this case, the first labelled path can be set
with the following codes: “L=a;#1;#P;#3”. The labelled path is established by setting
the Link environmental variable L to the corresponding value, and the predecessor
environmental variable P is employed for defining the explicit path hopping sequence
through nodes 0-1-0-3 as shown in Fig. 5. A similar agent is then dispatched with the
corresponding values to set up the labelled path ‘b’: “L=b;#2;#P;#4”. After these
initial steps, subsequent agents can be dispatched using the instruction “a#”, or “b#”
in order to reach the corresponding nodes 1 and 3, or 2 and 4. Note that labelled path
hopping requires that the label identifier appears on the left-hand side of the operator.
A clear advantage of this approach is that any agent that arrives later at node 0 does
not need advance knowledge of the destination nodes’ identities. It follows that
labelled path hopping can be of either explicit-hopping or variable-target type. In the
former case, a fixed label identifier is used (“c#”), whereas the latter case warrants the
use of Character variables C (e.g., “C3#”), whose value can be modified as needed. It
also follows that variable-based hopping can rely on different types variables, which
are accessed by specifying their corresponding number at the right-hand side of it
(e.g., “N3”, “M2”, “C1”). It is also evident that the labelled-based approach can be an
advantageous approach to implement shorter agents. However, the overhead
introduced by the label-setting process needs to be taken into account. In the end, a
combination of the three agent migration procedures can be employed, and the
resulting agents’ codes should be evaluated to decide which approach is more
desirable depending on the intended application. In the next subsection, we explain
different ways to manipulate the process flow of an agent in WISEMAN.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Example of path-labeling for multicast transmissions: (a) neighbors 1, 3 are marked with
label ‘a’; (b) neighbors 2, 4 are marked with label ‘b’

3.2 Agent Execution Flow
WISEMAN supports three basic forms of execution flow that can be programmed
into the agents, and they are implemented by means of the And, Or, and Repeat rules
of its language. These rules can be employed for condition-checking in order to make
hopping decisions, as explained next.
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Multiple condition fulfilment. The WISEMAN interpreter supports a language
construct where all the instructions embraced by an And rule are evaluated to verify
that they produce a successful outcome. If a single instruction within the rule returns
false, then the whole rule fails and the agent’s execution is aborted. For instance, the
construct “…A[N1>1;M2==9;a?]…” will yield true only if numeric variable 1 is
greater than 1, mobile variable 2 equals 9, and the labelled path ‘a’ exists at the local
node. In practice, this rule has been seldom employed and is provided as legacy rule
from the original Wave language.
Single condition fulfilment. Unlike the previous rule, single condition checking is
carried out more often than not, and allows a programmer to implement widely-used
if-else constructs by means of the Or rule. When employed, the agent’s execution is
continued as long as at least a single embraced instruction yields true. For instance,
compared to the example seen in the multiple condition case shown above, the
construct “…O[N1>1;M2==9; a?]…” will yield success if any of the embraced
instructions yields true. Therefore, if the instruction “N1>1” is successful, then the
remaining two instructions will not be evaluated. Else, the next instruction is
subsequently evaluated, and so forth. If neither of the embraced instructions returns
true, then the whole construct fails, and the agent stops executing.
Compound execution. Our experience has shown that an agent often needs to
perform a specific instruction immediately after a certain condition is met. In
addition, the action to take depends on which condition checking instruction yielded a
true value. In these cases, compound operations can be employed to complement
the operation of the previous rules. For instance, the codes “…O[(M1>
3;#8);(N2=5;#7)]…” indicate that, if the value contained in mobile variable 1 is
greater than 3, then the agent will hop to node 8; otherwise, numeric variable 2 is set
to 5, and the agent hops to node 7. It can be seen that the compound operators force
the execution of all the embraced instructions. Otherwise, without using compound
execution, the first instruction yielding a true outcome would prevent the rest of the
following instructions from executing.
Condition cycling. This form of process flow implements a standard functionality
that enables cycling through a set of instructions embraced within. However,
WISEMAN defines an alternative means to execute cycles. In it, the codes embraced
by a repeat rule R are extracted and inserted in front of the corresponding rule.
Therefore, an agent program with the codes “R{N1<20;a#}” becomes “N1<20;
a#;R{N1<20;a#}” when the repeat rule is encountered by the WISEMAN interpreter.
The reason behind this approach is that it enables agent migration without having to
worry about forwarding the agent’s current execution state. In this particular example,
once the first instruction is evaluated and the labelled hop instruction is processed, the
only portion of the code that is actually forwarded to the next node is
“R{N1<20;a#}”, whereas the preceding codes that have already been executed are
discarded. This self-depleting agent approach rids the system from having to forward
program counters, register values, etc. that are normally associated with agent
migration, which ultimately simplifies the operation of the interpreter, helps save
bandwidth, and reduces agent forwarding delay.
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4 Performance Evaluations
We performed a series of experiments to determine the performance of the
WISEMAN interpreter implemented in TinyOS version 1.1 over Crossbow Micaz
motes [15, 16]. These devices implement the Zigbee protocol for low-power
communications, provide up to 128Kbytes of flash memory to store user programs,
and 4 Kbytes of volatile RAM memory for variables’ use. This hardware platform has
as proven to be popular choice among researchers in the area of WSN, as it provides
an ideal example of the resource limitations that have to be dealt with.

Fig. 6. Execution time for individual WISEMAN instructions

Fig. 6 illustrates the actual execution time incurred by individual WISEMAN
instructions averaged over 1000 runs. We can see that the hop operations incur the
lowest execution time, whereas the arithmetic operations yield the highest with an
overall average execution time per instruction of around 800 µS. Compared to
Agilla’s instruction set, WISEMAN’s instructions take longer to execute. We attribute
this to WISEMAN’s text-based codes’ parsing and tokenizing delay, as mentioned in
Section II. In addition, the lack of an arithmetic co-processor in the hardware of the
Micaz mote is expected to introduce larger processing delays when the interpreter
encounters codes that include the corresponding instructions. The processing delay
shown for the execute operator $ was obtained by averaging over LED, transmission
power and frequency channel change operations, which are already built into TinyOS.
Fig. 7 shows the migration delay of a sample WISEMAN agent as a function of the
number of Zigbee packets it spans. At first, the agent employed in our simulations
was coded to fit in a single Zigbee packet. Then, the same agent was gradually
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Fig. 7. Agent migration delay as a function of Zigbee packets incurred

Fig. 8. Forwarding delay for distinct agent migration techniques

increased in size using arbitrary instructions to occupy up to 5 Zigbee packets in total,
which is the maximum number that can be used before the 170-byte agent-size limit
set for the current WISEMAN implementations is reached. The results shown are
averaged over 100 runs for each case, and they provide a good estimate that can be
referenced when creating WISEMAN programs for deployment in WSNs formed by
Crossbow Micaz. We also note that the previous results were obtained by setting the
transmission power of the sensor nodes to -15dbm, and the sensor nodes were placed
at 10 cm from one another in a non-controlled environment with regards to the
present RF signals.
Fig. 8 shows migration delay results for agents that employ the corresponding
techniques explained in the previous section for a path length of up to 7 hops (that
correspond to 8 Micaz sensors at hand). We see that the label-hopping technique
yields the shortest migration delay, whereas the delay seen in variable-target method
approaches the one experienced by the fixed-path hopping technique as the path
length increases. It can also be observed that the performance of the variable-target
technique approaches the one obtained using the fixed path method as a function of
the number of hops, which reflects the growing agent size due to explicit hop
instructions being added to the codes (e.g., “…#1…”, followed by “…#1;#2…”, and
then “…#1;#2;#3…”), and so forth.
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Fig. 9. Number of Zigbee packets incurred for distinct agent migration techniques

Fig. 9 depicts the number of Zigbee packets generated by forwarding by each of
the three types of agents implementing the corresponding migration techniques being
considered for up to 40 hops (limited by the maximum agent size of 170 bytes). These
numbers were numerically calculated, and provide a compelling reason for using the
labelled-path hopping technique whenever possible. We can also observe that the
bandwidth overhead of an agent implementing the variable-target hopping technique
is twice as long as the labelled based, with the fixed path approach yielding the worse
performance. As expected, these results are consistent with the delay performance
observations of Fig. 8. Thus, the increasing number of explicit hop-by-hop
instructions has a direct effect on both the migration delay and the incurred bandwidth
as the agents’ size occupies additional Zigbee packets. The longer the explicit hop-byhop sequence, the more Zigbee packets that are needed to accommodate the
corresponding codes. Based on this figure, we can see that explicit hop-by-hop
migration is not as costly when hopping through a short path, but its use becomes
otherwise detrimental when hopping through longer paths, in addition to being a more
inflexible approach that is unsuited for environments monitored by the WSN that may
change unpredictably.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided a more detailed insight of the WISEMAN system for
the deployment of mobile codes in WSNs, and described a number of features that
make our proposed system a viable solution to enabling programmability in this type
of networks. Our performance evaluations show that the efficiency in terms of
migration delay and bandwidth consumption of a WISEMAN agent script may
depend heavily on how the program is designed. This performance depends in part on
the size of the WSN, and so the longer the path that an agent has to traverse, the
higher the impact that its program structure will have on the overall WSN
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performance. In particular, we have shown that employing the explicit path-hopping
approach can have a significant impact in bandwidth usage for large WSN, whereas
smaller WSNs are not as vulnerable to the migration methodology employed.
However, even though labelled-path hopping provides the most energy-efficient
approach to agent migration, it should be noted that a deployment scenario in which
the underlying conditions warrant constant label-maintenance sub-tasks might incur
increased bandwidth consumption overhead. If this is the case, then variable-target
hopping rivals labelled-path hopping. On the other hand, the effectiveness of variabletarget hopping depends on how an agent’s codes are structured, thus putting into play
the skill of the WSN programmer, who decides how WISEMAN’s execution flow
constructs are used. In addition, it is possible that the task being carried out by the
WSN is complex enough to require injecting multiple agents, since memory
availability hinders the creation of a single larger agent that accomplishes all the
required objectives. In such case, a programmer may rely on distinct migration
techniques and execution flows to accomplish the goal in the most efficient manner.
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